Conventional methods for melody recognition (or the so-called query by humming) are primarily based on dynamic programming, such as dynamic time warping (DTW). However, the computation load of DTW becomes prohibitively massive when the database has more than, say, 10,000 songs. To lessen the computation while keeping a reasonable recognition rates, this paper present a lower-bound based method that can reduce the computation effectively.
INTRODUCTION
The process for melody recognition can be summarized into the following steps:
1. Acoustic input collection: The user can sing or hum to the microphone. 2. Pitch tracking: The acoustic input is converted into a pitch vector using ACF (auto-correlation function) or AMDF (average magnitude difference function). For a given query input q and reference vector c, the DTW distance between these two vectors can be computed via the following recurrent formula:
For speech recognition, the minimum distance is dtwDist(m, n), where m and n are the lengths of q and c, respectively. However, for melody recognition, since we do not know the exact location of the music note where the input melody stops, the minimum distance is modified as dtwDist(i, I) instead. Without loss of generality, here we assume the user always sings/hums from the beginning of a song. Therefore the boundary condition of DTW for melody recognition corresponds to the case of "anchored beginning, free end". Once the position ofthe minimum position is found, the optimal warping path can be found by back tracking, as shown in Figure 2 . To speed up DTW computation, most systems use three types of feasible regions for DTW warping paths [1] , as shown in Figure  3 . For melody recognition that requires "anchored beginning, free end", we usually adopt type 3 for our implementation. For the case of "anchored beginning, anchored end" of DTW, such lower-bounding functions can be found, as discussed in [3] . However, for our case of "anchored beginning, free end" for melody recognition, such lower-bounding function is difficult to find, if not impossible. As a result, in the following discussion, we should try to find an "approximate" lower-bounding function, and then try to estimate the trade-offs between the recognition rates and computation time empirically. 
Correlation and Approximate Lower-bounding Function
The partition-based method proposed in the previous subsection is intuitive, but it is still computationally intensive since a comparison of "anchored beginning & free end" becomes K comparisons of "anchored beginning & anchored end". A less mathematically rigorous but more easily implemented method is to use an "approximate lower-bounding function" which can be computed easily without "no miss" guarantee. The lower-bounding method proposed by Keogh [1] can guarantee "no miss" for "anchored beginning & anchored end" cases. However, it cannot be used effectively in melody recognition. Our approach is good for melody recognition, but it cannot guarantee "no miss". As a result, we can perform empirical studies by plotting the trade-offs between recognition rates and computation time.
First of all, we can define the pruning power as follows:
Total times of computing DTW From the above table, it is obvious that our method can have a better pruning power than other methods. Moreover, the variation of recognition rates of different methods with respective to cvm is shown in Figure 6 , where "Original" is the original DTW method, "LB_KE" is the lower-bounding method proposed by Keogh [1] , and "LB Ours" is our proposed method. 
